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Soit p un nombre premier et L l’algebre d’Iwasawa correspondante. On etudie` ´
certaines representations d’un groupe de Galois fini G, associees a des L-modules` ´ `
de cotype fini. Une famille de sous-groupes etant donnee, on montre que des´ ´
w xrelations entre idempotents de l’algebre Q G comduisent a des relations entre les` `
degres des series caracteristiques attachees aux sous-modules des points fixes pour´ ´ ´ ´
chacun de ces sous-groupes. Ceci generalise des resultats anterieurs dus a Kani,´ ´ ´ ´ `
pour le genre de courbes algebriques, et a Madan et Zimmer, pour l’invariant´ `
lambda classique de Z -extensions. La methode decrite fournit aussi l’analogue de´ ´p
ces formules pour le groupe de Selmer generalise associe a une representation´ ´ ´ ´ ` ´
p-adique du groupe de Galois absolu d’un corps de nombres. On propose aussi une
version non-galoisienne de ces resultats. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.´
Let p be a prime number and L the associated Iwasawa algebra. Let M be a
noetherian L-module which defines a representation of a finite Galois group G.
For a given collection of subgroups of G, we show that relations between idempo-
w xtents of Q G yield relations among the degrees of the characteristic power series
related to the various submodules of fixed points for each subgroup. This general-
 .izes former results due to Kani in the case of the genus of algebraic curves , and
to Madan and Zimmer for the classical Iwasawa invariant related to Z -exten-p
.sions . The method also gives rise to analogous results for the generalised Selmer
group of a p-adic representation associated to the absolute Galois group of a
number field. A non-Galois version of these results is also given. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS OF RESULTS
Let p be a prime number. Let G be a multiplicative compact topological
group isomorphic to Z . For instance, we shall consider the galois groupp
* The author thanks D. R. Solomon for helpful comments.
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over Q of the cyclotomic Z -extension of Q. Denote by L the completedp
 . ww xxgroup algebra for G which is noncanonically isomorphic to Z T . Letp
M be a locally compact topological module. Denote by M the Pontrjagin
dual of M, i.e., the module of continuous morphisms from M to the
multiplicative group of complex numbers of modulus 1, with the weak
ˆtopology. In particular, if M is a discrete Z -module then M is isomorphicp
 .to Hom M, Q rZ . As the inverse limit of the duals of finite submod-Z p pp
ules of M, it is a compact topological Z -module. By cofinitely generatedp
 .resp. cotorsion L-module we mean a module with a Pontrjagin dual
 .finitely generated over L resp. of L-torsion .
ˆLet M be a L-cotorsion module. Consider the characteristic ideal of M
 . w xwith distinguished generator, say P T in Z T . The degree l of the latterp
ˆis well known to be the dimension over Q of M Q , and so is anmp pZ p
invariant of M. The lambda invariant associated to a cofinitely generated
L-module is defined by means of the maximal L-torsion submodule of its
Pontrjagin dual.
Note 1. By extension, we often call the lambda invariant the genus. See
Section III.1.
Our paper is concerned with the following problem:
Let C be a class of fields with the properties:
 .A To each element F of C is attached a cofinitely generated L-
module M .F
 .B Let LrF be a finite extension of C-fields. There exists a morphism
 . from M to M resp. from M to M which we call restriction resp.F L L F
. L  F . F Lcorestriction and denote by Res resp. Cor such that Cor (Res sF L L F
w xL : F .
Note 2. The vocabulary will be justified later on. Whenever there is no
ambiguity, we shall write Res and Cor respectively.
 .  . L FLet a g End M . We define f a s Res ( a (Cor . Then plainlyF F L
 .  . w xf a g End M . If one takes a s Id and divides by L : F , it is clearL MF
 w x.  .  .that 1r L : F f Id defines an idempotent of End M Q. WemM L ZF
denote it by e .F
Problem. Fix once and for all a C-field L. For i g 1, . . . , k denote by Fi
a subfield of L such that F is in C and the degree of L over F , say n , isi i i
finite. Is there any link between the genera associated to the various
subfields F ?i
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The answer is given by the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 1. Any relation
t t
r e s 0, with r g Q, yields r l s 0, i F i i ii
is1 is1
where l is the genus of F .i i
In particular, this holds if LrF is a finite Galois extension of C-fields,
and the F are various intermediate subfields. However, it will be useful toi
consider a purely Galois version of the problem. The main reason for so
doing will be outlined below. For this purpose, we modify the class C to
C as follows. The set of fields remains the same but the conditionsGal
become
 .A To an element F of C we associate a L-cotorsion module M ;Gal Gal F
 .B If F is in C and LrF is a finite Galois extension with group G,Gal
then L is in C. In this situation G acts on M . Moreover, there is aL
morphism j from M to M G with kernel and cokernel of finite exponent.F L
Now let LrN be a finite Galois extension with group, say H. We
w xintroduce the norm idempotent e of the group algebra Q H which isH
defined by
1
e s h.H < <H hgH
This definition is more appropriate in the Galois situation.
The Galois problem is stated precisely by:
Problem-Gal. For a given finite Galois extension LrF with group G, is
there any link between the genera associated to the various intermediate
subfields of LrF?
The main result becomes:
PROPOSITION 1 . Denote by N for 0 F i F t the intermediate subfieldsGal i
 .and H s Gal LrN the corresponding groups in Galois theory. Any relationi i
t t
r e s 0, with r g Q, yields r l s 0, i H i i ii
is1 is1
where l is the genus of N .i i
Note 3. For a collection of finite groups it would seem quiet easy in
general to find an explicit relation of dependence between the associated
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 .norm idempotents. This was not the case in the previous non-Galois
situation. This is an argument in favour of this new approach.
Propositions 1 and 1 are extensions of relations among genera ob-Gal
 w x.tained by Kani see Ka in the context of Galois coverings of algebraic
curves. Now we give two propositions, which should be viewed as the
 w x.analogues of two earlier theorems established by Accola see Ac on
 w x.Riemann surfaces. As observed by Kani see Ka , in the special case of
the ‘‘quotient genus,’’ all these results can be obtained by arguments
entirely similar to that involved in Proposition 1 . In order to see this weGal
t   . 4define A s i s i , . . . , i N 1 F i - i - ??? - i F t . We have:k k 1 k 1 2 k
PROPOSITION 2 . Let LrF be a finite Galois extension. Denote by H ,Gal 1
 . tH , . . . , H a collection of subgroups of G s Gal LrF with G s D H .2 t is1 i
Write N for the fixed field of H . Then we ha¨ei i
t
kq1< < < <G l s y1 l H l , . F i ik k
tks1 i gAk k
where l is the genus of the module associated to the compositum of theik
 .N , . . . , N , i s i , . . . , i , and lH s H l ??? l H .i i k 1 k i i i1 k k 1 k
PROPOSITION 3 . Let LrF be a finite Galois extension. Denote by H ,Gal 1
 .H , . . . , H a collection of subgroups of G s Gal LrF satisfying2 t
 .i H H s H H .i j j i
 .ii For each irreducible representation f of G o¨er Q , there existsp
 4i g 1, . . . , t such that H ; Ker f.i
Writing N for the fixed field of H , we ha¨ei i
t
kq1
l s y1 l , . L li k
tks1 i gAk k
where l is the genus of the module associated to N l ??? l N andli i ik 1 k
 .i s i , . . . , i .k 1 k
Subsequently, by making a relevant choice of C , we give a new proof of
Kani’s formulae, Section III. Next, we apply the method to the Selmer
group associated to a p-adic representation of the absolute Galois group
of a number field, see Section IV. From this we easily derive the proposi-
tions due to Madan and Zimmer on the classical lambda invariants, see
w xMa-Zi and Section IV2.a. Moreover, we obtain the analogous results for
some generalized class-groups; see Section IV2.b. The relations remain
true when we consider the classical Selmer group of an elliptic curve
defined over a number field: this will be done in Section IV2.c and 2d.
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Our method points out the algebraic aspect of these formulae. Further-
more, this presentation would seem more efficient than the previous ones
since the proofs are unified.
II. THE PROOFS
1. Miscellaneous Facts and Notations
Consider a C-field F.
As M is a cofinitely generated L-module, we get the following pseudo-F
isomorphism that is to say, a morphism which is locally trivial at each
.prime of height 1, or equivalently with finite kernel and cokernel , written
as ; :
s t$ m jr niM ; L [ Lr p [ Lr f T , .  .[ [  / /F F j / is1 js1
where r, s, t, n , m g Z, and f is distinguished and irreducible. Fori j j
w xdetails see Wa, Chap. 13 .
s ˆRemark 1. The integer m s  n is the so-called m invariant of M .is1 i F
The vanishing condition r s 0 means that M is a L-cotorsion module.F F
If in addition m is equal to zero then M is a cofinitely generatedF F
Z -module. Plainly the sum t m deg f is equal to l .p js1 j j F
ˆ .Consider the functor M ª V M s M Q from the category ofm pZ p
Z -divisible modules to the category of Q -vector spaces. Recall that it isp p
exact, additive, and contravariant. In addition, it vanishes on Z -modulesp
of finite exponent. Let F be a C-field and consider the maximal L-torsion$
Tor .  .submodule M of the Pontrjagin dual of M . Define W M as theF F F
 .tensor product over Z of the latter by Q . Hence W M is a Q -vectorp p F p
space of finite dimension equal to l .F
Note 4. We warn the reader that W is no longer necessarily a con-
.travariant right-exact functor. However, this will not be a problem.
$
Tor .  .The hypothesis A means that M is isomorphic to a direct sumF
ZlF [ Tor where Tor is a Z -module of finite exponent. Noting that Vp F F p
is also trivial on projective Z -modules, we may relax the condition Ap Gal$ $
Tor .  .allowing M to be such that M is pseudo-isomorphic to a direct sumF F
T [ P , where P is a Z -module of the previous type and T is aF F F p F
Z -divisible cofinitely generated module. We shall do so henceforth in ourp
application, if necessary.
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2. The Proof in the Non-Galois Case
Let LrF be any finite extension of C-fields. First of all, every b of$ˆ .  .End M defines an element b of End M in an obvious way, and so anL L
  ..element b * of End W M . We avoid the heavy functorial notationL
 .W b .
Consider the exact sequence
Cor
0 ª A ª M ª B ª 0,L L L
by Pontrjagin duality we get
$ $ $
0 ª B ª M ª A ª 0.L L L
Hence, regarding the maximal L-torsion submodules we obtain
$ $ $Tor Tor
0 ª B ª M ª C ª 0,L L L
$ $
where C is a submodule of A Tor.L L
F L w xNow, as Cor (Res s L : F we have a morphism from M to B withL F F L
kernel and cokernel of finite exponent. By a diagram chase using the
Snake Lemma, one sees that this remains true for the respective maximal
L-torsion submodules. Thus we have the isomorphisms
W M , W B , QlF . .  .F L p
$
We shall use the abbreviations W for Q B Tor and W form1 p L 2Z p$
Q C . Therefore, from the above, one derives the exact sequence ofmp LZ p
finite dimensional Q -vector spaces:p
Cor*
0 ª W ª W M ª W ª 0. .1 L 2
 w x.Since we have 1r L:F Res*(Cor* s Id , the sequence is split byW1
 w x.1r L:F Res*, so that we can write
W M s W [ W .L 1 2
with the identification W s Cor*W .1 1
By construction, it is plain for all to see that:
U U w xFor all a g End M we have f a s 0 and f a s a* L : F . .  .  .< <W WF 2 1
According to our already established notation, a* has replaced Cor*( a*
in the latter equality.
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v
U w x.  .   .. .In conclusion we have 1r L:F Tr e s Tr f Id * s l . TheF M FF
proposition follows by applying the ‘‘trace’’ machinery to our relation of
Q-linear dependence.
Warning. For clarity we should note that by eU we mean hereF
 w x. U1r L:F Cor*(Res*. Thus the notation is not quite correct since e isF
not the ‘‘star’’ associated to e . The latter is in fact an element ofF
  .. w xEnd W M Q . The point is that we need to divide by L : F . ThemF pZ p
reader will convince himself that this little abuse does not alter the
correctness of the proof.
3. The Proof of Proposition 1Gal
As in the preceeding proof we construct a character which, when applied
to the idempotent, gives the right genus.
Let NrF be any intermediate subextention of LrF with corresponding
 .Galois-group H. Clearly N is a C -field. Since H acts on M , V s V MGal L L L
inherits a canonical structure of H-module.
By assumption we have the exact sequence:
j
H0 ª A ª M ª M ª B ª 0,N N L N
with A and B of finite exponent. Applying the Pontrjagin duality we getN N
$ j$ $ $
H0 ª B ª M ª M ª A ª 0,N L N N
and the first and the last non-zero terms are still of finite exponent. This
exact sequence remains true for the maximal L-torsion submodules use
.the Snake Lemma . So we obtain the isomorphism
V , V M H . 1 . .N L
The thing of interest is
LEMMA 1. The V-spaces satisfy a Galois theory, i.e., V , V HN L
This will be an easy consequence of the following:
LEMMA 1 bis. Let M be a discrete torsion Z -module. Let H be a finitep
group acting on M. Then
$
HMˆ , M . . H
Proof of Lemma 1 bis.
} First consider the natural pairing
Mˆ = M ª Q rZ .p p
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It is fairly well known that this pairing is actually perfect. In fact, there is
an inverse pair of inclusion-reversing bijections defined by
ˆZ -submodules of M l closed Z -submodules of M 4  5p p
B ª BH
X H¤ X .
 w x.We include a proof due to Solomon see So, p. 23 for the sake of
completeness.
Non-degenerency in the second variable is obvious. Now let m be a
non-trivial element of M. Since M is torsion, the finite Z -module Z m,p p
spanned by m, has a non-trivial dual. Using the Z -injectivity of Q rZ ,p p p$ ˆwe extend a non-trivial element of Z m to an element of M which doesp
not vanish on m. Thus our pairing is perfect.
For the second statement, we obviously have:
 . HHi B ; B
 . HHii X ; X .
 .The reverse inclusion of i follows by arguments similar to the those
 .above. Now if M is a finite submodule the equality in ii is plain. For the
general case, we go back to the definition of the Pontrjagin duality. Let
f f X. As X is closed, there is a finite submodule B of M such that
 .HHf f X . But X s X > X . So f f X.< B < B < B < B < B
ˆ H H ˆ H .  .} Next we have I M s M , where I M is the submoduleH H
 .generated by elements of the form h y 1 f where h runs through H and
ˆf through M.
ˆ H .Let x g I M . From the definitions we have:H
ˆ;h g H and ; f g M , h y 1 f x s 0, .  .
 y1 . .that is to say, f h y 1 x s 0. Since Q rZ is Z -injective, this isp p p
equivalent to
;h g H , hy1 y 1 x s 0, .
and this is precisely what we wanted.
} Finally, from the above we obtain the short exact sequence
$
Hˆ ˆ0 ª I M ª M ª M ª 0.H
ˆRecall that M is compact and H is a finite group acting continuously on
ˆ ˆM. So that I M is topologically closed. This ends the proof of Lemma 1H
bis.
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v Now to deduce Lemma 1, we apply Lemma 1 bis to M . Thus weL
have
$ $
HM m Q , M m Q . .L Z p L Z pHp p
Since Q is of characteristic 0, the Maschke theorem impliesp
H$ $ $
M m Q , M m Q , M m Q . .L Z p L Z p L Z p /  /H p p pH
 H .  .HIn other words, V M s V M . The lemma follows from the aboveL L
 .and the isomorphism 1 .
v Consequences. Denote by C the character of G defined by W . AsL
 :usual, , is the inner product on characters of H. Let e be the normH H
 .  :idempotent associated to H. We have C e s 1 , C . The latter isHH H < H
also well-known to be the dimension over Q of the fixed points W H,p L
hence, according to Lemma 1, it equals l .N
Thus Proposition 1 is merely an application of the ‘‘C-machine’’ toGal
the Q-linear relation between idempotents.
Now we prove Proposition 2 and 3 . As we said, these are merelyGal Gal
algebraic results; this was already noticed by Kani. Therefore we only
give a brief sketch of the proof in both cases. The idea is to translate
the hypothesis into a linear relation between norm idempotents and to
apply C.
4. Proof of Proposition 2Gal
We use a classical counting argument. Write G s D t H . By inclu-is1 i
sion]exclusion we have
t
kq1g s y1 g . .   
tggG ks1 gglHii gA kk k
Then we have the relation
t
kq1< < < <G e s y1 l H e . . G i l Hk ik
tks1 i gAk k
5. Proof of Proposition 3Gal
 .  4i means that for all i, j, g 1 ??? t the idempotents e and eH Hi j
commute, and thus any finite number of such idempotents commute.
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 .  . ii means that each representation of G is trivial on 1 y e ??? 1 yH1
.e . Hence this last product is trivial.H t
Expanding and using the commutation rules, we get the linear depen-
dence relation
t
kq11 s y1 e , .  ik
tks1 i gAk k
 .where i s i , . . . , i and e is the idempotent associated to the sub-k 1 k i k
group H ??? Hi i1 k
III. THE ORIGINAL SITUATION: KANI’S FORMULAE
 .Let X be an algebraic complete, non singular curve defined over a
 .field k of characteristic l, possibly zero. Denote by g resp. g its genus
 .resp. its Hasse]Witt invariant . For technical convenience we assume that
k is algebraically closed. However, as we are dealing with relations among
genera, there is no loss of generality in doing this.
 .Let J X be the k-rational points of p-power order of the Jacobianp
 .variety J X . It is well known that we have the isomorphisms of abelian
groups:
g2 g
If p / l , J X , Q rZ , otherwise J X , Q rZ . .  .  . .p p p l l l
Define C as the class of function fields in one variable with constant
field k. Let F be a C-field and X the corresponding curve over k. TheF
 .associated Jacobian is denoted J X . Depending upon whether we dealF
 .with the genus or the Hasse]Witt invariant, we put M s J X orF p F
 .J X . Thus, with obvious notations, we have here r s m s 0 andl F F F
l s g or g .F F F
Any finite extension LrF of C-fields gives rise to a finite morphism f
w xfrom X to X , of degree L : F , and conversely. Thus we have the twoL F
usual maps between the group of divisors
f * f#
Div X ª Div X and Div X ª Div X .  .  .  .F L L F
Q ª e P ? P P ª f P .  . f
y1 .Pgf Q
which take principal divisors to principal divisors and divisors of degree
zero to divisors of degree zero. As is well known, we derive from the above
maps on the respective null class group
f * f#
0 0 0 0Pic X ª Pic X and Pic X ª Pic X . .  .  .  .F L L F
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Note that f is also defined over k. Therefore this finally induces a pair of
morphisms, f from M to M and f from M to M , such thaty F L q L F
w x  .f ( f s L : F , upon identifying J X and the p-part of the null classq y p
group of the function field of X.
Applying the propositions of Section II for Res s f and Cor s f , oney q
recovers the results of Kani in the non-Galois case, precisely:
PROPOSITION Geom-1. Let X be an algebraic cur¨ e defined o¨er an
algebraically closed field k of characteristic l, possibly zero. Let X ª X bei
 4finite collection of co¨erings, with i g 1, . . . , t . Then, any relation
t t
r e s 0, with g g Q, yields r g X s 0, . i F i i ii
is1 is1
 .where g X is the genus of X . In addition, if the field of constant k hasi i
positi¨ e characteristic the proposition remains true if one replaces the genus by
the Hasse]Witt in¨ariant of the cur¨ es.
The Galois case will be investigated in Section V.a.
IV. ARITHMETIC APPLICATIONS
We consider in this section the Selmer group of a p-adic representation
of the absolute Galois group of a number field. Applying the method of
Section I, we obtain a twisted version of earlier results due to Madan and
w xZimmer on the classical Iwasawa invariant; see Ma-Zi . We emphasize
that arithmetic arguments are only involved in the justification of the
 .above hypothesis B . The remaining parts of the proofs are based upon
p-adic representations or algebraic tools.
1. The Generalized Selmer Group
w x w xa. Introduction of the Tool. For further details see Gr1 or Gr2 .
 .We fix once and for all an algebraic closure Q of Q resp. Q of Q .p p
 . Every number field resp. local , that is a finite extension of Q resp. of
.  .Q is supposed to be contained in Q resp. in Q . Let K be a numberp p
 .field. Define G s Gal QrK to be its absolute Galois group. The actionK
of G on the group m ` of p-power roots of unity gives rise to anQ p
  . . =`epimorphism x from Gal Q m rQ onto Z . In fact, we shall considerp p p
the restriction of x to G . Let V be a Q -vector space of dimension dp K p p
on which G acts continuously.K
 .We will say that p is ordinary for V if for every place p of K lyingp
above p the following holds:
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iPick p a place of Q over p . Then one can find a filtration F V of Vp p p
such that:
iq1 i .a F V : F V .p p p p
i i .b F V s V for i < 0 and F V s 0 for i 4 0.p p p p p
i .c F V is invariant under the action of the decomposition subgroupp p
 .G ’, which is identified with Gal K rK .K p pp i i iq1 i .  .d the inertia subgroup of G acts on gr V s F V rF V by x .K p p p p p pp
Let T be a G -invariant lattice, and define A s V rT . Denote by Cp K p p p p
1 q 1the image of F V in A . As usual, we write F V for F V . Let Q bep p p p p p p `
the cyclotomic Z -extension of Q and let G be its Galois group over Q. Ap
‘‘supercircular field’’ F is a finite extension of Q . In fact, there exists a` `
 .non-canonical number field F whose compositum with Q gives F .` `
Therefore F rF is a Z -extension and we identify its Galois group with G.` p
Actually, F is also the cyclotomic Z -extension of F. As usual F is the` p n
subfield of F fixed by G p
n
, where G p
n
is the closed subgroup of G with`
index pn. The quotient G s GrG p n is cyclic of order pn. Thus we getn
F s D F .` n n
1Let K be the cyclotomic extension of K. As usual we write H K ,` `
1.   . .A for the cohomological group H Gal QrK , A . Let ¨ be a place ofp ` p `
 .  .K . Consider I K abbreviated to I its inertia subgroup in G where` ¨ ` ¨ K`
¨ is a place of Q lying above ¨ , with restriction ¨ to K. Now we can define`
the Selmer group attached to V .p
S K , C 4 .A ` pp
1 1 1s ker H K , A ª H I , A rC = H I , A . .  . . ` p p p p ¨ p /
p Np ¨ ¦p` `
In the same spirit we can define other kinds of Selmer group. At times it
may be useful to consider a ‘‘strict’’ version of the Selmer group by using
the decomposition group instead of the inertia group. Often, this subgroup
str  4.   4.of S K , C is denoted S K , C .A ` p A ` pp p
Now replace the assumption that p is ordinary by the following: for each
place p of K lying above p and p an extension of p to Q, there exists a
 .subspace W of V such that W s g W for all g g G . Next replacep p g p . p F
C in the previous definition by the image of W in A . This gives thep p p
generalized Selmer group. Plainly, the previous situation appears as a
special case of this enlarged version. The reader may venture to consider a
strict generalized Selmer group.
 .Let K A rK be the extension of K fixed by the kernel of the naturalp
 .action of G on A . Write Ram V for the set of places of K which areK p p
 .ramified in K A rK. It is also the set of places ramified in the represen-p
 .tation V . Assume that Ram V is finite and denote by S a finite set ofp p
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 .places containing Ram V , the places over p, and all the infinite places,p
and S for its extension to K . Define K as the maximal extension of K` ` S
which is S-ramified. In particular, we get K ; K and we can regard A` S p
 .as a Gal K rK -module.S
  4.We endow S K , C with a structure of a L-module by means of theA ` pp
 .action by inner automorphisms of Gal K rK . It is worth saying at this`
  4.point that S K , C is a cofinitely generated L-module and so isA ` ppstr  4.S K , C . To check this, let ¨ be a place of K not in S . ByA ` p ` ` `p 1 .  .definition of S , I acts trivially on V and so H I , A s Hom I , A .` ¨ p ¨ p ¨ p
1 .Now the local condition on a cocycle s of H K , A requires that its` p
 .restriction to I K be zero. This means precisely that s lies in¨ `
1 1 .   4.  .H K rK , A or else S K , C ; H K rK , A . Now, accordingS ` p A ` p S ` ppw xto Proposition 6 Gr1 , the latter is cofinitely generated as a L-module.
Hence our claim. Obviously this argument works for the generalized
Selmer group and its strict version. Taking into account all of the above we
get
1S K , C s ker H K rK , A 4 .  .A ` p S ` pp 
1 1ª H I , A rC [ H I , A , . .@ @p p p ¨ p /
p Np ¨ ¦p` `
where the sum is taken over the places of S . This alternate description`
will be very useful later on.
b. How the Method Works. Consider a finite extension of K . One`
reduces quickly to the case of an extension arising from the compositum
L of a number field L and K such that:` `
w x w xL l K s K and L : F s L : K ,` ` `
that is to say, to an extension of cyclotomic Z -extensions. To put thep
whole matter in a nutshell, we consider supercircular fields.
If V is a p-adic representation of G for which p is ordinary, thenp K
clearly its restriction to G has the same property.L
Let w be a place of L and let ¨ be its restriction to F .` ` ` `
A rC if w lies over pp p `
Define A s  A if notp
Now consider the commutative diagram
u¨`1 1 .   . .H K , A ª H I K , A` p ¨ `
x x
uw`1 1 .   . .H L , A ª H I L , A ,` p w `
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where the vertical maps are the restriction maps and the horizontal maps
are the appropriate localisation homomorphisms. As the diagram com-
mutes, the cohomological map restriction induces a morphism, say Res,
  4.   4.from S K , C to S L , C . In the same way we define aA ` p A ` pp p
morphism Cor in the other direction by means of the cohomological map
corestriction in dimension 1.
v At this moment we can and do choose for C the class of supercircu-
  4. lar fields. For a C-field K the associated module is S K , C resp.,` A ` pp
.its strict andror generalized version . Let L rK be a finite extension of` `
 .  .C-fields. The hypotheses A and B are clearly satisfied and so we can
apply the methods of Section I. Thus one obtains:
PROPOSITION Selm-1. Let L be a supercircular field. Take a finite`
 4number of subfields of L , denoted by N for i g 1, . . . , t , such that` `,i
L rN is a finite extension. Then, any relation` `,i
t t
r e s 0, with r g Q, yields r l N s 0, . i N i i ` ,i` ,i
is1 is1
 .   4.where l N is the Iwasawa in¨ariant associated to S N , C , or its`, i A `,i pp
‘‘strict’’ ¨ersion.
Note 5. All the statements of this section go through if we consider for
K rK any Z -extensions. This observation will be useful latter. Neverthe-` p
less, one usually restrains the study to the class of Z -extensions such thatp
every finite place of S is finitely decomposed. We are going to justify
briefly this last point.
  4.The L-corank, say k , associated to the Selmer group S K , C isA ` pp
conjecturally equal to the order of the pole of a certain G function at 1.
This function is conjecturally related to a certain L function associated to
 4a compatible system V s V of l-adic representations of G . The intro-l K
w xduction of Gr2 will convince the reader that k is a fundamental invariant
to study. For example, if one wishes to establish a lower bound of this
invariant, the finiteness of the decomposition of finite places belonging to
w xS in the Z -extension K rK is a key argument; see page 116 in Gr1 .p `
v As one might guess, the Galois case boils down to a very similar
argument. Indeed, let L rK be a finite Galois extension of C-fields with` `
 .group G. The morphism j of B is derived from the Hochschild]SerreGal
exact sequence involving the inflation and restriction maps in dimension 1.
Since only finite extensions are considered, a diagram using the Snake
Lemma shows that j has kernel and cokernel of finite exponent; see the
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commuting diagram with exact rows below.
0 0 0
x x x
1 1 GL  ..   . .`Ker j H G, A L H G, Ap `
6 6
x
Inf Inf
u¨`1 1  4.  .   . .S K , C ª H K , A ª H I K , AA ` p ` p ¨ `p
6 6 6
j Res Res
uw`G 1 G 1 G  4.  .   . .S L , C ª H L , A ª H I L , AA ` p ` p w `p
x x
2  ..Coker j H G, A Lp `
x
0
Remark 2. In this particular situation, one can easily verify that the
 w x.  .idempotent e s 1r L:F f Id , with the notation of paragraph I.G ML
Thus the definitions of the idempotents are consistent. In addition, one
i  ..  .can easily prove actually that the H G, A L are finite for A L isp ` p `
p-divisible.
Now we write the propositions analogous to 1 , 2 , and 3 ob-Gal Gal Gal
tained.
PROPOSITION Selm-1 . Let L rF be a finite Galois extension of super-Gal ` `
circular fields. Denote by N for 0 F i F t the intermediate subfields and`, i
 .H s Gal L rN the corresponding groups in Galois theory. Any relationi ` `,i
t t
r e s 0 with r g Q, yields r l N s 0, . i H i i ` ,ii
is1 is1
 .   4.where l N is the Iwasawa in¨ariant associated to S N , C or its`, i A `,i pp
‘‘strict’’ ¨ersion.
PROPOSITION Selm-2 . Let L rF be a finite Galois extension of super-Gal ` `
 .circular fields with Galois group G s Gal L rF . Denote by H , H , . . . , H` ` 1 2 t
a collection of subgroups of G such that G s D t H . Write N for theis1 i `,i
fixed field of H . Then we ha¨ei
t
kq1< < < <G l F s y1 H l ??? l H l N ??? N , .  .  . ` i i ` ,i ` ,i1 k 1 k
tks1 i gAk k
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 .where l N ??? N is the Iwasawa in¨ariant associated to the generalized`, i `,i1 k
  4.Selmer group S N ??? N , C , or its ‘‘strict’’ ¨ersion, and withA `,i `,i pp 1 k
 .i s i , . . . , i .k 1 k
PROPOSITION Selm-3 . Let L rF be a finite Galois extension of super-Gal ` `
circular fields. Denote by H , H , . . . , H a collection of subgroups of G s1 2 t
 .Gal L rF satisfying` `
 .i H H s H H .i j j i
 .ii For each irreducible representation f of G o¨er Q , there existsp
 4i g 1, . . . , t such that H ; Ker f.i
Writing N for the fixed field of H , we ha¨e:`, i i
t
kq1
l L s y1 l N l ??? l N , .  .  . ` ` ,i ` ,i1 k
tks1 i gAk k
 .where l N l ??? l N is the Iwasawa in¨ariant associated to the general-`, i `,i1 k
  4.ized Selmer group S N l ??? l N , C , or its ‘‘strict’’ ¨ersion.A `,i `,i pp 1 k
2. Applications
a. A Twisted Version of the Results of Madan and Zimmer. In this
paragraph we explain how to recover the earlier results due to Madan and
 w x.Zimmer see Ma-Zi , concerning the classical l-invariant of a Z -exten-p
sion. They will appear as straightforward applications of the above. In fact,
we will prove a non-Galois version of their theorems extended to the
l-invariants attached to certain eigenspaces of p-class-groups.
v  .First of all, we recall how the twist of a module is defined. Let Z 1p
 .kbe the inverse limit lim m . If n is a positive integer then Z n is definedp p¤
k
 .  .as the nth tensor power of Z 1 . When n is negative Z n is the dual ofp p
 .  .Z yn . For a Z -module M the nth twisted module M n is Mmp p Z p .Z n .p
v We suppose that p is odd to get rid of the places at infinity. We
deal now with the following problem. Here K is the nth level of then
 .Z -extension K rK. Denote by C l K the p-part of the class group ofp ` n
K . In this situation Iwasawa theory gives three integers l, m bothn
.non-negative , and n , such that for n sufficiently large
< < lnqm p
nqnC l F s p . .n
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 . w xWe equip C l K with its natural structure as a Z G -module. Considern p n
 .Y , the projective limit of the C l K with respect to the system of` n
morphisms induced by the arithmetic norm. Then Y becomes a L s lim` ¤w xZ G -module. It is well known that Y is a noetherian L-torsion modulep n `
 .isomorphic as a L-module to the Galois group on K of the maximal`
abelian unramified pro-p extension of K . In this way l is the genus of the`
Pontrjagin dual of Y , according to our definitions. It is the invariant`
w xstudied in Ma-Zi . Note that the invariants were introduced at the
beginning of Section II.1.
 .  .`Define K s K m and D s Gal K rK . Remark that D is a cyclic` ` p ` `
group of order d dividing p y 1 and so prime to p. From the restriction of
x to G we derive a faithful Z -valued Dirichlet character v of D. Thusp K p
w x v kevery Z D -module M can be written as the direct sum M ,[p k mod d
where M v
k
denotes the direct summand on which D acts via v k. Denote
by Y the Galois group over K of the maximal abelian unramified pro-p` `
˜extension of K . Let l be its genus. We introduce also M , the maximal` `
abelian pro-p extension of K contained in K , that is to say, the maximal` S
abelian pro-p extension of K unramified outside S. The Galois group`
over K of the latter is denoted by X .` `
We translate the problem in terms of Selmer groups. The nub of the
matter is choosing the right p-adic representation of G . First, to fixK`
 .  4ideas, take V s Q n , with n G 0. Then one can choose S s p, ` andp p
qfor the filtration F V s V , for all p . Therefore p is clearly ordinary, andp p p
 .K A s K . Using the alternate description of the Selmer group one getsp `
1  4.  .S K , C s H K rK , A . This cohomology group can be thoughtA ` p S ` pp
of in terms of Pontrjagin duality. In order to see this recall that G actsK`
trivially on A . Thus by means of the Snake Lemma and using the factp
that d is prime to p one easily derives the sequence of isomorphisms:
D1 1H K rK , A , H K rK , A .  .S ` p S ` p
, Hom X , A s Hom X v n , Q rZ n . . .  .D ` p ` p p
This would already give a result concerning the genus of X , or more`
correctly of the Pontrjagin dual of X . But this is not our main aim.`
 .Now if we assume that n is negative in Q n , we can modify thep
qfiltration by F V s 0, for all p . In that way we add some local trivialityp p
conditions at each place of K over p. A cocycle is required to be trivial`
when restricted to the inertia group in X for a prime over a p-place.`
Finally, we get
v nS K , C s Hom Y , A s Hom Y , Q rZ n . 4  . .  .  .A ` p D ` p ` p pp
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For all k ' n mod d , we can define l to be the genus of Y v
n
. Ink `
˜ dy1particular, one gets the equality l s  l where l corresponds to l.ks0 k 0
Applying the propositions of Section I we obtain a twisted non-Galois
version of the results due to Madan and Zimmer which are the special
case k s 0 and retrieve their results in the original Galois situation. We
have
PROPOSITION Twist-1. Let L be a supercircular field. Take a finite`
 4number of subfields of L , denoted by N for i g 1, . . . , t , such that` `,i
L rN is a finite extension. Let X be a character of the Galois group` `,i
  . .Gal L m rL . Then, any relation` p `
t t
xr e s 0, with r g Q, yields r l N s 0, . i N i i ` ,i` , i
is1 is1
x  .where l N is the Iwasawa in¨ariant associated to the p-class-group`, i
 . xC l N .`, i
This result is a twisted non-Galois version of the results due to Madan
and Zimmer. Of course we also derive from the above the Galois analog
which is in its untwisted version the original setup of Madan and Zimmer.
In the next section we enlarge Proposition Twist-1 to the generalized
class-group of a supercircular field.
Note 6. Observe that we have considered in this subsection any kind of
Z -extension, in agreement with Note 5. Moreover, we have chosenp
 4S s p, ` . Then every Z -extension satisfies the decomposition conditionp
of finiteness of Note 5.
b. An Extension to the Generalized Lambda In¨ariant of a Class-Group.
v We now want to broaden these results to include the situation of
the generalized class-group. In order to do this we introduce a ‘‘mixed
version of a Selmer group’’ defined as follows. Let S and T be two disjoint
† †  .finite sets of non complex places of K. Let S and T resp. S* and T* be
the subsets of non-p-places of S and T resp. the subsets obtained by
. † † U Uadding the p-places to S and T . Write S , T , S , T , S , and T for their` ` ` ` ` `
respective extensions to K . As in the previous notations, define S as a`
finite set of places of K containing S, T , the ramified places, those above
p, and the archimedian ones. Denote by S the extension of S to K . Now` `
 .the ‘‘mixed’’ or else the ‘‘S-split, T-ramified’’ Selmer group, denoted by
S  4.S K , C , is the kernel of the morphismA ` p Tp
1 1 1H K rK , A ª H I , A rC [ H I , A .  . . .@ @S ` p ¨ p ¨ ¨ p
U U¨ gT ¨ fS jT` ` ` ` `
1[ H D , A , .@ ¨ p
†¨ gS` `
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where the sum is taken over the places of S . Taking for S and T the`
  4.empty sets one recovers the definition of S K , C .A ` pp
We shall shortly give an example to justify this mixed version. From now
on we omit explicit reference to which fields the places belong to, since
there is no ambiguity. For all n, we attach to K the p-part of the S-classn
S  .group of T-infinitesimal divisors of K , which we write C l K . It isn T n
isomorphic, via class field theory, to the Galois group of the maximal
 .abelian p-extension unramified outside T and completely split over S of
K. We do not recall its definition since we shall do this briefly in the next
 . S  . w xsection see Section V . The group C l K is Z G -modules. As usualT n p n
S  .we make their projective limit G K , with respect to the morphismsT `
w xinduced by the arithmetic norm, into a L s lim Z G -module. Recallp n¤
S  .that by mean of class field theory, G K is isomorphic to the GaloisT `
group over K of the maximal abelian p-extension of K unramified` `
 .outside T and completely split over S . In this situation Iwasawa theory` `
S S S provides four integers: r , l , m all of them non-negative and previ-T T T
. Sously introduced in Section I , and n , such that for n sufficiently large,T
< S < r
S
T n p
nql ST nqmST p nqn STC l K s p . .T n
It is lS which interests us here.T
 .Now take V s Q n where n is a negative integer. Then proceedingp p
step by step as in the previous case we obtain the isomorphism:
S nvSS K , C , Hom G K , Q rZ n . 4  .  . .  /A ` p T ` p pTp
S .In a natural extension of the previous notation, G K just denotes theT `
Galois group over K of the maximal abelian p-extension K unramified` `
 . † †outside T and completely split over S of. Indeed as S and T do not` ` ` `
contain the p-places, any ¨ of S† j T † is unramified. The local condition` ` `
at ¨ g S† forces a cocycle, that is to say a homorphism, to become trivial` `
when restricted to the decomposition group D of ¨ in X .¨ ` `
Hence the analogous propositions concerning lS follow. Wr write it inT
terms of class-group.
PROPOSITION Arith-1. Let L be a supercircular field. Take a finite`
 4number of subfields of L , denoted by N for i g 1, . . . , t , such that` `,i
L rN is a finite extension. Denote by N for 0 F i F t. Let x be a` `,i `,i
  . .character of the Galois group Gal L m rL . Then, any relation` p `
t t
Sxr e s 0, with r g Q, yields r l N s 0, . i N i i T ` ,i` , i
is1 is1
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Sx  .where l N is the Iwasawa in¨ariant associated to the p-class-groupT `,i
S  . xC l N .T `,i
The Galois variants are stated and established in Section V.b. without
using Selmer groups. In addition, let us recall here that for particular sets
of S and T there are non-trivial links between the classical l invariant and
S  w x.the l cf. Ja2 which allows one to deduce one relation from the others.T
However, our method does not rely on these technical arithmetical proper-
ties of the extensions L rN . Thus our results deal with a wider situation.` `,i
c. The Classical Selmer Group of an Elliptic Cur¨ e. We follow the
w xpresentation of Gr1 , but at first we introduce some further notations and
definitions. Denote by E an elliptic curve defined over a number field F.
Assume that E has good ordinary reduction at each place p of F over p.
˜The reduced curve at p is written E . Reduction gives rise to the exactp
sequence:
1 ˜0 ª T E ª T E ª T E ª 0. .  .  .p p p p n
 .Recall that the p-adic Tate module T M attached to a Z-module M isp
the group
lim
n¤ M ,p
n
where M n is the kernel of the endomorphism of M induced by thep
multiplication by pn and the inverse limit being taken to the natural map
w xp
nq 1 nM ª M .p p
1 ˜ .  .Since E is ordinary at p it follows that both T E an T E havep p p p
 .Z -rank 1 while T E has Z -rank equal to 2. So, if we put V sp p p p
0 1 1 .  .T E Q we get the filtration F V s V , F V s T E Q ,m mp p p p p p p p p pZ Zp p
2and F V s 0, for every place p of Q lying above p . Here p is ordinaryp p
 .since the character of G on T E is precisely x . Of course one hasQ p pp
  4.`A s V rT , E , hence we can consider the Selmer group S F , C .p p p p A ` pp
It is worth asking at this point what the links are between the p-primary
part of the classical Selmer group and that of this one. The answer is given
w xby Proposition 2 in Gr1 which states that they are isomorphic. The proof
deals with the case F s Q but it is painless to modify it for any number
field. We refer the reader to the paper of Greenberg for details. Inciden-
tally, we should stress that this paper also shows that the strict Selmer
group coincides with the classical one: the arguments involved are very
simple.
w xAccording to Co-Gr , this last point remains true for Selmer groups
attached to arbitrary abelian varieties defined over number fields.
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Therefore from IV.1.a one derives the analogous results concerning the
 .Iwasawa invariant attached to the classical Selmer group S E of theF`
elliptic curve E.
A CRANK-TURNING EXERCISE. Write the propositions analogous to
Propositions 1, 1 , 2 , and 3 .Gal Gal Gal
Note 7. It seems possible to extend Kani’s formulae to Selmer groups
attached to arbitrary abelian varieties defined over number fields. Since
w xCo-Gr is not yet published, we are unable to give an explicit formulation
of this: the reader is invited to fill in the details of the proposition as soon
as the reference appears.
d. Another Elliptic Application. We turn to another elliptic situation.
Although it is similar to the above, we want to investigate it thoroughly for
several reasons, among others the existence of strong analogies with the
case of Madan and Zimmer. This also gives an example of an application
concerning non-cyclotomic Z -extensions; see Note 5. We only sketchp
briefly how to apply the method since we regard a generalized class-group
 w x.see Mi1 .
Remark 3. An argument to do so is the existence of certain types of
w x translation formulae ‘‘a la Riemann]Hurwitz’’ as discussed in Mi1 see`
w x. w xalso Ja-Mi . The methods used in Mi1 show that the translation formula
exists for the genus of the generalized Selmer group. It is not yet possible
to give an explicit result in the most general situation. The difficulty
remains in the calculation of the so-called ramification divisor: this could
w xbe done in the particular situation considered in this section, see Mi2 .
In the following E still denotes an elliptic curve. For simplicity we
suppose that E is defined over Q. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field
contained in F, fixed once and for all. Assume that E has complex
multiplication by O , the ring of integers of K.K
We want p to be odd and to satisfy:
 .  .i p O s pp p splits in KrQK
 .ii E has good reduction at all primes of F over p.
In fact the two conditions above mean that E has good ordinary
reduction at every prime above p, in particular for those above p. This
should be viewed as a kind of ‘‘ordinarity’’ of p for an appropriate V .p
w xTo each element a of O write a for the corresponding endomor-K
phism of E. Its kernel will be denoted by E . Define E n to be F n Ew a x p a g p w a x
and E ` to be D E n.p n p
To the base field F we associate a noncyclotomic Z -extension asp
 .  .`follows. Let F s F E and F s F E . The extension FrF is Galois` p p
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with group V of order prime to p. Now define F s F V which is plainly a` `
Z -extension of F. In particular, the theory of complex multiplication saysp
that F rF is unramified outside p. One can also define F using class` `
field theory as follows. Let K be the unique cyclic extension of K ofi
degree pi unramified at all places outside p. Hence K s D` K is the` is0 i
Z -extension of K unramified outside p. Finally, F is just the composi-p `
tum of K and F.`
 .  .`The action of Gal FrF on E induces an injection from Gal F rFp `
into Z=. We denote by Ã its restriction to V.p
Pick k an integer such that p k is principal. Let p be a generator of this
principal ideal. If M is an O -module, then p n defines an endomorphismK
w n xp of M, for all n g N. The p-part of M is
M p s M n . . D wp x
nG1
Multiplication by p defines a morphism from M n to M nq 1 . There-wp x wp x
 4nfore we have a projective system M . Passing to the limit we definewp x ng N
 .the so-called Tate module T M .p
Let ¨ be a place of F over p. By reduction we have the exact sequence
1 ˜0 ª T E ª T E ª T E ª 0. .  .  .p ¨ p p ¨
˜ .  .Note that T E has Z -rank equal to 1, so that T E s 0, since E hasp p p ¨
 .good ordinary reduction. Let T be T E and V be T Q . Now onemp p p p pZ p0 1 1 .gets the filtration F V s V , F V s T E Q , for every place ¨mp p p p p p ¨ Z pp
 4 `of Q lying above ¨ . Take S s p , ` . We have A , E and p is ordinaryp p
for V since E has good ordinary reduction at p. Now by the theory ofp
complex multiplication the places S of F over S are finitely decom-` `
posed. As usual we can define a Selmer group; see Remark 2. In addition,
w x  .with few minor modifications Proposition 2 in Gr1 states also that S FA `p
is isomorphic to the p-part of the classical Selmer group. Thus the strict
and the classical version of Selmer group do coincide.
We also have A rC s 0 for all places ¨ of Q above p. Therefore, as inp ¨
the situation of Madan and Zimmer we can and do obtain the alternate
description of the Selmer group
Ã
`S F , C s Hom Z , E , 4 .  .A ` ¨ ` pp
where Z is the Galois group over F of the maximal abelian pro-p` `
extension of F contained in F . It is also the maximal abelian pro-p` S
extension of F unramified outside p. Hence one might note that the last`
w xequality is precisely Theorem 12 of Co : this is not surprising, since the
main argument we have used is the isomorphism between the p-primary
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subgroup of the classical Selmer group and the generalized one, which
w xproof is adapted from of Theorem 12 in Co .
V. THE GALOIS SITUATION
By way of ending, we want to go back to the Galois problem. Roughly
speaking, we have considered in the above projective limits of p-class
groups. Now we shall look at direct limits. In a way, this paragraph is the
Pontrjagin dual of 1a, b, and 1.e. Until now, the arguments used were, on
the whole, algebraic. In this section we shall stress where the arithmetic
 .or geometric aspects are involved, especially the part of certain assump-
  ..tions e.g., B . Moreover, the proofs are elementary and, in a sense,Gal
simpler.
In each situation considered, we specify the class C of fields, theGal
L-cotorsion module associated, and construct a pseudo-isomorphism. This
last point is the only thing to justify.
a. Geometric Application. We start afresh with the case studied by
Kani. As in Section III, X is an algebraic curve defined over an alge-
braically closed field k of characteristic l, possibly zero. Let G be a finite
group of automorphisms acting on X. For any subgroup H of G denote by
 .X the quotient curve XrH. Let g , g , and J X be, respectively, theH H H H
genus, the Hasse]Witt invariant, and the Jacobian variety related to X .H
Now consider the natural covering X ª X . Looking at the correspond-H
 .  .ing function fields, we have a Galois extension, say k X rk X , withH
group H.
0 .We identify the subgroup Pic X of elements of the Picard group ofH
0  .X of degree zero with the null class group Cl of k X . In theH k X . HH
 .following we shall regard the p-division points J X on the k-rationalp H
 . 0  . 0points of J X as the p-part Cl p of Cl . This point of view willH k X . k X .H H
emphasize the analogies with number fields.
0  .  0  .. As in Section III, Cl p resp. Cl l has a corank on Z resp.k X . k X . pH H
.  .Z equal to 2 g resp. g .l H H
Again, C is the class of function fields in one variable with constantGal
field k. We shall take the module M associated to a C -field F to beF Gal
0  . 0  .Cl p or Cl l , with the usual alternation. Applying the above method,F F
the formulae of Kani follow straight from the previous propositions,
 .  .provided that A and B are satisfied. It is plainly enough to ensureGal
the existence of the morphism j with kernel and cokernel of finite
exponent.
 .Let LrF be a finite Galois extension with group G of function fields
in one variable with constant field k.
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The following short exact sequence defines Cl 0 :L
1 ª P ª D0 ª Cl 0 ª 1,L L L
where P and D0 are respectively the groups of principal and of degreeL L
zero divisors. Taking Galois cohomology we obtain the exact diagram:
1 ª P ª D0 ª C l 0 ª 1F F F
6 6
x d jLr F L r F
0G 0 G G 1 1 0 .  .  .  .1 ªP ª D ª C l ªH G, P ªH G, D .L L L LL
We also have 1 ª k ª L=ª P ª 1.L
Hence we get
1 ª k ª F=ª P G ª H 1 G, L= ª H 1 G, P ª H 2 G, k . .  .  .L L
1 =.By ‘‘Hilbert’s Theorem 90,’’ H G, L s 1, whence
P GL1H G, k , . .
d P .L r F F
Now applying the Snake Lemma to the above diagram yields
1 ª Ker d ª Ker j ª H 1 G, k ª Coker d ª Coker j ª H 2 G, k .  .
ª H 2 G, L= . .
i .Plainly H G, k is of finite exponent, for i s 1 and 2. It is enough to
prove that Ker d and Coker d have finite exponents. They are evenL r F L r F
finite; indeed we have the lemma:
 .LEMMA 2. i Ker d s 1.L r F
 . < <ii Coker d s  e , where e is the ramification index of aL r F ¨ ¨ ¨
prime ¨ of F in LrF.
 .  .Proof. i is clear. For ii define P s p where the p are[L p N p LL F
 .prime divisors. Moreover, d D is generated by elements of the typeL r F L
eP , and the ambiguous ones by the P . The lemma follows.L L
 .Since Z resp Z is Z-flat, the above remains true when we considerp l
 .the p-part resp. the l-part of each group. With the previous notations,
j is the desired morphism in this application.L r F
w xHence we derive the three results of Kani in Ka .
PROPOSITION Geom-1 . Let X be an algebraic cur¨ e defined o¨er anGal
algebraically closed field k of characteristic l, possibly zero. Let G be a finite
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group of automorphisms acting on X. Consider a finite collection of subgroups
 4H of G, with i g 1, . . . , t . Denote by X the quotient cur¨ e XrH . Then anyi i i
relation
t t
r e s 0 with r g Q, yields r g XrH s 0, . i H i i ii
is1 is1
 .where g XrH is either the genus or the Hasse]Witt in¨ariant of XrH .i i
PROPOSITION Geom-2 . Denote by H , H , . . . , H a collection ofGal 1 2 t
subgroups of G such that G s D t H . Then we ha¨eis1 i
t
kq1< < < <G XrG s y1 H l ??? l H g XrH l ??? l H , .  .  . g i i i i1 k 1 k
tks1 i gAk k
 .where g XrH l ??? l H is either the genus or the Hasse]Witt in¨ariant ofi i1 k
 .the quotient cur¨ e XrH l ??? l H and i s i , . . . , i .i i k 1 k1 k
PROPOSITION Geom-3 . Denote by H , H , . . . , H a collection ofGal 1 2 t
 .subgroups of G ; Aut X satisfying
 .i H H s H H .i j j i
 .ii For each irreducible representation f of G o¨er Q , there existsp
 4i g 1, . . . , t such that H ; Ker f.i
We ha¨e
t
kq1g X s y1 g XrH ??? H , .  .  .  i i1 k
tks1 i gAk k
 .where g XrH ??? H is either the genus or the Hasse]Witt in¨ariant of thei i1 k
 .quotient cur¨ e XrH ??? H and i s i , . . . , i .i i k 1 k1 k
b. Arithmetic Application: An Extension of Madan and Zimmer’s Result
 w x.see Ma-Zi .
v The notations are those used in 1.a and 1.b. We recall briefly how
the generalized class group of a number field is defined for a deeper study
w x.of this generalized class-group, see Chapter 2, Section 1 in Ja1 .
We attach to a number field K two multiplicative Z -modules:p
 . =} R K s Z K . We take the topology defined by the directmp Z
limit of the topologies of the tensor products by Z of the submodules ofp
finite type of K=.
= =  =. p n} K s  lim K r K , which is a Z -module of finite typeT ¨ g T ¨ ¨ p¤
n
and thus compact for its natural topology.
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The canonical map K=ª  K= induces a continuous epimorphism¨ g T ¨
 . =from R K onto K , denoted by s and called the morphism of semi-T T
 .  .localization. The kernel of s will be denoted by R K . Now D K is theT T
 .  .tensor product of D K by Z , where D K is the group of divisors of K.p
 .  .  .In the same way D K s Z D K , where D K is the subgroup ofmS p S SZ
 .  .SD K spanned by the divisors over S. Define the quotient D K s
 .  . S .D K rD K , also called the group of S-divisors, and P K the image ofS T
 .  .SR K in D K . Consider the subgroup spanned by the S-divisorsT
S . S  .outside T. Its quotient by the subgroup P K is precisely C l K .T T
In the same way, we define these groups for K by taking direct limit for`
the system of morphisms induced by the extension of divisors.
S  . S  .Consider the inverse limit G K of the C l K , with respect to theT ` T n
morphisms induced by the arithmetic norm. Clearly, the condition r S s 0T
S  . means that G K is L-torsion. This may occur in two situations cf.T `
w x.Ja2 :
 .i on the one hand, if T does not contain p;
 .ii on the other hand, if p belongs to T and F is totally real.`
From now on we will suppose that r S is zero, since we are dealing hereT
with L-cotorsion modules.
S  . S  .Now, looking at the direct limit C l K of the C l K for the systemT ` T n
of morphisms induced by the extension of divisors, when r S s 0 we haveT
 w x.cf. Ja2
 . S  .  .lSTi bis If T does not contain p then C l K , Q rZ [T ` p p
S . S . B K where B K is a Z -module with finite exponent trivial ifT ` T ` p
S .m s 0 .T
 .ii bis On the other hand, if p belongs to T , then K is totally real,`
S  .  .lST S .so that we have the isomorphism C l K , Z [ Q rZ [ B KT ` p p p T `
 .with the notations of i .
S  . Hence, in both cases C l K is a Z -module of the desired type, seeT ` p
.Section II.1. . We take for C the class of supercircular fields and the
S  .Z -module attached to a C-field, say K , is C l K .p ` T `
Remark 4. The mS-invariant is associated to the base field K of theT
tower K rK. But the vanishing conditions is related to K , since they` `
mean that the p-rank is bounded at each level of the tower and equal to l.
Nevertheless, we do not need this condition. This remark emphasizes that
the proper invariant of K to study is lS .` T
v Before moving on, recall the following ramification rules:
R.R. Let L rF be a finite Galois extension of supercircular fields. Let` `
¨ be a place of F and ¨ its restriction to the nth level. Then, ¨ is said` ` n `
to be ramified in L rF iff ¨ is ramified in L rF for n sufficiently` ` n n n
large.
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Consequence. Since a Z -extension is unramified outside p, from thep
above we easily deduce that there is a finite number of places which ramify
in L rF .` `
v Now we proceed as we did in the geometric application. Taking the
exact sequence involving the generalised ambiguous classes of divisors at
each level, and passing to the direct limit, we have
1 ª P S L ª D S L ª C l S L ª 1, .  .  .T ` T ` T `
S . S .where P L and D L are respectively the p-group of principalT ` T `
T-infinitesimal S-divisors and of T-infinitesimal S-divisors. Galois coho-
mology gives rise to the exact diagram:
S . S . S  .1 ª P F ª D F ª C l F ª 1T ` T ` T `
6 6
x d jL r F L r F` ` ` `
S G S G S G 1 S  ..   ..   ..   ..1 ª P L ª D L ª C l L ªH G, P L .T ` T ` T ` T `
1 S ..Since H G, D L is trivial by Shapiro’s Lemma, the bottom right-handT `
map is surjective.
1 =. 1  ..By ‘‘Hilbert’s Theorem 90’’ H G, L s 1, so that H G, R L s 1.` `
 .By definition of R L we have the exact sequence of cohomology:T `
1 ª R F ª R F ª F =ª H 1 G, R L ª 1. .  .  . .T ` ` ` ,T T `
1Since the semi-localization morphism for F is onto, we get H G,`
 ..R L s 1.T `
S .Define E L , the p-group of T-infinitesimal S-units to be the tensorT `
S . S .product of E L by Z . Recall that E L is the kernel of the naturalT ` p T `
exact sequence
1 ª ES L ª R L ª P S L ª 1. .  .  .T ` T ` T `
S .When E L has a finite rank over Z we say that L rL satisfies theT ` p `
 .weak T-adic Leopoldt conjecture. If so, the hypothesis B is verified. ByGal
flatness we have also the following sequence:
1 ª E S L ª R L ª P S L ª 1. .  .  .T ` T ` T `
Now we get
G GS S 1 S 11 ª E L ª R F ª P L ª H G, E L ª H G, R L . .  .  .  .  . . .T ` T ` T ` T ` T `
Whence, from the above,
GSP L . .T `1 SH G, E L , . . .T ` Sd P F . .L r F T `` `
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Now, a straightforward application of the Snake Lemma yields
GS S 1 S1 ª E L rE F ª Ker d ª Ker j ª H G, E L .  .  . .  .T ` T ` T `
ª Coker d ª Coker j ª H 2 G, E S L ª H 2 G, R L . .  . . .T ` `
i S ..As the H G, E L are of finite exponent, for i s 1 and 2, j willT ` L r F` `
be the desired morphism provided that Ker d and Coker d haveL r F L r F` ` ` `
finite exponent. This follows from the lemma:
 . < <LEMMA 3. i Ker d s c , the number of real places outsideL r F L r F` ` ` `
T j S which split in L rF ,` `
 . < <ii Coker d s  e , where e is the ramification index of aL ¨ f T j S ¨ ¨`F`
prime ¨ of F in L rF ,` ` `
and in particular both are finite.
 .  .Proof. i is clear. For ii see Lemma 2, since the arguments are very
close to those involved in this latter lemma. In conclusion, j is theL r F` `
desired morphism in this application.
Now from the above we can state generalizations of the three results of
w xMadan and Zimmer in Ma-Zi .
PROPOSITION Arith-1 . Let L rF be a finite Galois extension ofGal ` `
supercircular fields. Denote by N for 0 F i F t the intermediate subfields`, i
 .and by H s Gal L rN the corresponding groups in Galois theory. Then,i ` `,i
any relation
t t
Sr e s 0, with r g Q, yields r l N s 0, . i H i i T ` ,ii
is1 is1
S  . S  .where l N is the Z -corank of C l N .T `,i p T `,i
PROPOSITION Arith-2 . Let L rF be a finite Galois extension ofGal ` `
supercircular fields. Denote by H , H , . . . , H a collection of subgroups of1 2 t
 . tG s Gal L rF with G s D H .` ` is1 i
Write N for the fixed field of H . Then we ha¨e:`, i i
t
kq1S S< < < <G l F s y1 H l ??? l H l N ??? N , .  .  . T ` i i T ` ,i ` ,i1 k k
tks1 i gAk k
S  . S  .where l N ??? N is the Z -corank of C l N ??? N with i sT `,i `,i p T `,i `,i k1 k 1 k
 .i , . . . , i .1 k
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PROPOSITION Arith-3 . Let L rF be a finite Galois extension ofGal ` `
 .supercircular fields with Galois group G s Gal L rF . Denote by H ,` ` 1
H , . . . , H a collection of subgroups of G satisfying2 t
 .i H H s H H ,i j j i
 .ii for each irreducible representation f of G o¨er Q , there existsp
 4i g 1, . . . , t such that H ; Ker f.i
Writing N for the fixed field of H , we ha¨e:`, i i
t
kq1S Sl L s y1 l N l ??? l N , .  .  . T ` T ` ,i ` ,i1 k
tks1 i gAk k
S  . S  .where l N l ??? l N is the Z -corank of C l N l ??? l NT `,i `,i p T `,i `,i1 k 1 k
 .and i s i , . . . , i .k 1 k
Remark 5. On letting S and T vary, one obtains the three fundamental
cases:
 .1 When S s B and T s B, we obtain the results of Maden and
 w x.Zimmer see Ma-Zi .
 .  42 The case S s p and T s B gives the analogues for the group
 w x.studied by Kuz’min see Ku .
 .  43 The case in which T s p and S s B corresponds to the situation
w xstudied by Wingberg in Wi .
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